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Objective : 
The AIDIAG architecture file creation is aiming to optimize connexion time to the AIDIAG 
card. 
 
Prerequisites : 
 

 The AIDIAG Premium configurator must be installed on the PC. 
 

 The AIDIAG Premium module is embedded in a Premium rack with at least the RUN 
indicator lighted and stable : 

 
Card Status Description Note 

 
Normal operation  

 
Personalized Black Box mode SER and COM alternatively 

flickering  

 
Black Box mode unactivated COM flickering 

 Initialisation Stage 
INI flickering 

No way to connect to the card 
during that phase 

 Holding Initialisation Stage  
SER stable and  INI flickering
No way to connect to the card 

during that phase 
 
 

The indicators   and  must be off. 
 
 

 You have the COM slot connector (mini-din 9 pins) delivered with the 
AIDIAG module and you need a COM slot on your PC. 

 
 If you use a TCP/IP connexion, be sure that the AIDIAG card address is 

correct. (see file :  « Assign an IP address ») 
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Procedure : 
 

Create an AIDIAG Premium architecture file 
Stage Function Screen Notes 

1/7 Prerequisites 

 

Prerequisites read 

2/7 Connexion of 
AIDIAG Premium 
module to the PC 

 

 The Premium wire of 
the Unitelway connexion 
doesn’t allow 
communication with the 
AIDIAG module COM slot.  

3/7 Configurator 
execution  

START Menu > Program 
  > AIDIAG Premium > AIDIAG Premium Configurator 

    

The configurator install 
software is locate on the 
cdde livered in the AIDIAG 
Premium package.  

4/7 Select a TAB 

 

 

It’s the first TAB … 
 
Click on Add 
 
 
Dial the connexion type and 
your AIDIAG Premium 
module address such as : 
AIDIAG/TCPIP/192.168.0.99
 
Renew this operation if you 
have several modules.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIDIAG Mini-DIN plug 

PC COM Slot  

PC network 
card 

AIDIAG 
ETHERNET PLUG  
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5/7 Upload of AIDIAG 
Premium modules 

 

All modules appear with a 
greyed icon.. 
 
Click on Upload  

6/7 Upload over  

 
 

After uploading, the AIDIAG 
Premium modules correctly 
installed and connected 
appear with a colored icon. 
Modules not connected or 
wrongly configured stay 
greyed. 
 
 

 In case of connexion 
problem on the AIDIAG 
Premium, check 
connectors and your cards 
configuration.   

7/7 AIDIAG 
architecture 
saving. 

 
 

Save your AIDIAG 
architecture. 
 
The fopllowing message 
appears : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Click on NO 

         End of Procedure 
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An architecture file opening can be done at any connexion, it is not necessary but it 
optimizes the access times to the AIDIAG Premium card.  
 

AIDIAG architecture file opening 
Stage Function Screen Notes 

1/1  
In the File menu 
click on Open  
 
 
 
Or 
 
 
Find your file in the 
last files opened list.  

 

 
 

Then select your AIDIAG  
architecture file: 
 

 
 


